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Ukraine

The antisemitism animating Putin’s claim to
‘denazify’ Ukraine
Jason Stanley

The Russian leader’s pretext for invasion recasts Ukraine’s
Jewish president as a Nazi and Russian Christians as true
victims of the Holocaust
Sat 26 Feb 2022 05.00 GMT

W hen Vladimir Putin announced Russia’s invasion of Ukraine at dawn
on Thursday, he justified the “special military operation” as having
the goal to “denazify” Ukraine. The justification is not tenable, but it
would be a mistake simply to dismiss it.
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Vladimir Putin is himself a fascist autocrat, one who imprisons democratic
opposition leaders and critics. He is the acknowledged leader of the global far right,
which looks increasingly like a global fascist movement.

Ukraine does have a far-right movement, and its armed defenders include the Azov
battalion, a far-right nationalist militia group. But no democratic country is free of
far-right nationalist groups, including the United States. In the 2019 election, the
Ukrainian far right was humiliated, receiving only 2% of the vote. This is far less
support than far-right parties receive across western Europe, including inarguably
democratic countries such as France and Germany.

Putin references neo-Nazis and drug addicts in bizarre speech to Russian security council – video

Ukraine is a democratic country, whose popular president was elected, in a free and
fair election, with over 70% of the vote. That president, Volodymyr Zelenskiy, is
Jewish, and comes from a family partially wiped out in the Nazi Holocaust.

Putin’s claim that Russia is invading Ukraine to denazify it is therefore absurd on its
face. But understanding why Putin justifies the invasion of democratic Ukraine in
this way sheds important light on what is happening not only in eastern Europe, but
worldwide.

Fascism is a cult of the leader, who promises national restoration in the face of
supposed humiliation by ethnic or religious minorities, liberals, feminists,
immigrants, and homosexuals. The fascist leader claims the nation has been
humiliated and its masculinity threatened by these forces. It must regain its former
glory (and often its former territory) with violence. He offers himself as the only one
who can restore it.
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Central to European fascism is the idea that it is the Jews who are the agents of
moral decay. According to European fascism, it is the Jews who bring a country
under the domination of (Jewish) global elite, by using the tools of liberal
democracy, secular humanism, feminism and gay rights, which are used to
introduce decadence, weakness and impurity. Fascist antisemitism is racial rather
than religious in origin, targeting Jews as a corrupt stateless race who seek global
domination.

Fascism justifies its violence by offering to protect a supposedly pure religious and
national identity from the forces of liberalism. In the west, fascism presents itself as
the defender of European Christianity against these forces, as well as mass Muslim
migration. Fascism in the west is thus increasingly hard to distinguish from
Christian nationalism.

Pro-Ukraine protesters gather during a protest in Tel Aviv this week. Photograph: Abir Sultan/EPA

Putin, the leader of Russian Christian nationalism, has come to view himself as the
global leader of Christian nationalism, and is increasingly regarded as such by
Christian nationalists around the world, including in the United States. Putin has
emerged as a leader of this movement in part because of the global reach of recent
Russian fascist thinkers such as Alexander Dugin and Alexander Prokhanov who laid
its groundwork.

It is easy to recognize, in Putin’s invasion of Ukraine, the roadmap laid out in recent
years by Dugin and Prokhanov, major figures in Putin’s Russia. Both Dugin and
Prokhanov viewed an independent Ukraine as an existential threat to their goal,
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which Timothy Snyder, in his 2018 book The Road to Unfreedom, describes as “a
desire for the return of Soviet power in fascist form”.

The form of Russian fascism Dugin and Prokhanov defended is like the central
versions of European fascism – explicitly antisemitic. As Snyder writes, “… if
Prokhanov had a core belief, it was the endless struggle of the empty and abstract
sea-people against the hearty and righteous land-people. Like Adolf Hitler,
Prokhanov blamed world Jewry for inventing the ideas that enslaved his homeland.
He also blamed them for the Holocaust.”

The dominant version of antisemitism alive in parts of eastern Europe today is that
Jews employ the Holocaust to seize the victimhood narrative from the “real” victims
of the Nazis, who are Russian Christians (or other non-Jewish eastern Europeans).
Those who embrace Russian Christian nationalist ideology will be especially
susceptible to this strain of antisemitism.

With this background, we can understand why Putin chose the actions he did, as
well as the words he used to justify them. Ukraine has always been the primary
target of those who seek to restore “Soviet power in fascist form”. Echoing familiar
fascist antisemitic tropes, in a 2021 article, former Russian president Dmitry
Medvedev denounced Zelenskiy as disgusting, corrupt and faithless. The free
democratic election of a Jewish president confirms in the fascist mind that the
fascist bogeyman of liberal democracy as a tool for global Jewish domination is real.

By claiming that the aim of the invasion is to “denazify” Ukraine, Putin appeals to
the myths of contemporary eastern European antisemitism – that a global cabal of
Jews were (and are) the real agents of violence against Russian Christians and the
real victims of the Nazis were not the Jews, but rather this group. Russian Christians
are targets of a conspiracy by a global elite, who, using the vocabulary of liberal
democracy and human rights, attack the Christian faith and the Russian nation.
Putin’s propaganda is not aimed at an obviously skeptical west, but rather appeals
domestically to this strain of Christian nationalism.

There are broader morals here. The attack on liberal democracy in the west comes
from a global fascist movement, whose center is Christian nationalism. It will be
hard to disentangle this movement from antisemitism (albeit a version of
antisemitism that allies with forces pushing for a Jewish nationalist state in Israel).
Unsurprisingly, proponents of the view that a Christian nation needs protection and

Like Hitler, Prokhanov blamed world Jewry for inventing the ideas that
enslaved his homeland
Timothy Snyder
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Thank you for joining us from Thailand.

Russia’s invasion of Ukraine has abruptly transformed the world. Two million
people have already fled. A new Iron Curtain is grinding into place. An economic
war deepens, as the military conflict escalates and civilian casualties rise.

It’s our job at the Guardian to decipher a rapidly changing landscape, particularly
when it involves a mounting refugee crisis and the risk of unthinkable escalation.
Our correspondents are on the ground on both sides of the Ukraine-Russia border
and throughout the globe, delivering round-the-clock reporting and analysis
during this perilous moment.

We know there is no substitute for being there – and we’ll stay on the ground, as
we did during the 1917 revolution, the Ukrainian famine of the 1930s, the collapse
of 1991 and the first Russo-Ukrainian conflict in 2014. We have an illustrious, 200-
year history reporting throughout Europe in times of upheaval, peace and
everything in between. We won’t let up now.

Tens of millions have placed their trust in the Guardian’s fearless journalism since
we started publishing 200 years ago, turning to us in moments of crisis,
uncertainty, solidarity and hope. We’d like to invite you to join more than 1.5
million supporters, from 180 countries, who now power us financially – keeping us
open to all, and fiercely independent.

Unlike many others, the Guardian has no shareholders and no billionaire owner.
Just the determination and passion to deliver high-impact global reporting, always
free from commercial or political influence. Reporting like this is vital to establish
the facts, who is lying and who is telling the truth.

And we provide all this for free, for everyone to read. We do this because we
believe in information equality. Greater numbers of people can keep track of the
global events shaping our world, understand their impact on people and
communities, and become inspired to take meaningful action. Millions can benefit
from open access to quality, truthful news, regardless of their ability to pay for it.

If there were ever a time to join us, it is now. Every contribution, however big or
small, powers our journalism and sustains our future. Support the Guardian from
as little as $1 – it only takes a minute. If you can, please consider supporting us
with a regular amount each month. Thank you.

defense against liberalism, “globalism” and their supposed decadence, will be
marshaled to their most violent actions when the faces of free, secular, tolerant
liberal democracy prominently include Jewish ones.
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